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Installation Overview

This guide explains how to install Pentaho Data Integration Enterprise Edition version 4.2 on both servers and
workstations using either the standalone PDI graphical installer, or equivalent archive packages.

The PDI Installation Utility or Packages Will Provide You Must Supply On Your Own

Data Integration server

Data Integration tools:

• Spoon (graphical interface)
• Kitchen (CLI job interface)
• Pan (CLI transformation interface)
• Carte (CLI execution engine for PDI content)

Pentaho Enterprise Console

A Java Runtime Environment 6.0 (only if you use the
PDI graphical installer)

A supported operating system:

(See Compatibility Matrix: List of Supported Products on
page 20 for detailed OS, database, and application
server version information.)

• Linux
• Windows
• Solaris
• OS X

A Java Runtime Environment 6.0 (only if you use the
PDI archive packages)

One or more data sources:

• Any JDBC-compliant database
• A spreadsheet
• A flat file containing comma-separated values

A supported Big Data structure: (for Big Data
deployments only)

(See Supported Big Data Technologies on page 24 for
detailed Big Data version information.)

• Hadoop
• Hive
• MongoDb
• HBase
• Cassandra

There are two ways to install. There are 32-bit and 64-bit graphical installers available for both Windows and Linux,
and archive packages that will deploy to Windows, Linux, OS X, and Solaris.

There are three installation paths. Different pieces of PDI will be installed on servers and workstations, unless you
choose to run everything on one development machine. Typically, the Data Integration Server and Pentaho Enterprise
Console will go on the server, and each workstation will have its own copy of the data integration tools. There are
special installation instructions in this guide for installing PDI to a Hadoop node.

This is for Enterprise Edition only. You will need Enterprise Edition license keys for the BI Platform and Pentaho
Data Integration in order to complete installation.
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Installation Methods

There are two ways to install Pentaho Data Integration: through the graphical installer, and through archive packages.
The installer provides a 32- or 64-bit Java Runtime Environment (depending on which version you download), a master
control script for starting and stopping the PDI servers, a Start menu entry in Windows, automatic service configuration
in Windows, and it auto-checks for available port numbers and reassigns them if there are port collisions.

The archive packages are more useful for headless, unattended (if you have your own deployment scripts), and
remote installations. Installing from archives is the easiest and quickest way to deploy to one server and many
workstations. If you perform an archive-based installation, you will have to manually configure your operating system to
start the PDI servers as boot services. This guide provides basic instructions for these processes, but you will need to
modify them to accommodate your operating environment.

Installation Checklist: Server
The Installation Checklist is a concise list of instructions intended to show a high-level overview of the installation
and configuration process. It also serves as a quick reference for administrators and developers who have performed
several installations in the past and only need a brief rehash of the necessary steps. If you need more details than are
provided in this checklist, consult the appropriate section in the verbose instruction set that comprises the rest of this
guide.

Step Procedure Done

Step 1 Download the DI Server archive package from the Pentaho Customer Support Portal.

Step 2 Create a /pentaho/server/ directory in an appropriate location on your filesystem.

Step 3 Unpack the DI Server and Pentaho Enterprise Console archive packages to /
pentaho/server/.

Step 4 Start the DI Server and Pentaho Enterprise Console.

Step 5 Log into the Pentaho Enterprise Console, which by default is located at http://
localhost:8088.

Step 6 Install an Enterprise Edition key for Pentaho Data Integration.

Step 7 Continue on to the workstation installation procedures.

Installation Checklist: Workstation
The Installation Checklist is a concise list of instructions intended to show a high-level overview of the installation
and configuration process. It also serves as a quick reference for administrators and developers who have performed
several installations in the past and only need a brief rehash of the necessary steps. If you need more details than are
provided in this checklist, consult the appropriate section in the verbose instruction set that comprises the rest of this
guide.

Step Procedure Done

Step 1 Download either the PDI "all in one" package, or the client tool archive package from the
Pentaho Customer Support Portal.

Step 2 Create a /pentaho/design-tools/ directory in an appropriate location on your
filesystem.

Step 3 Unpack the PDI client archive package to /pentaho/design-tools/.

Step 4 If you are connecting to a MapR or Cloudera Hadoop distribution, perform the
necessary steps to modify the PDI client tool, Report Designer, and/or the BA Server.

Step 5 Install a PDI Enterprise Edition license key using the command line tool in the /
pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/license/ directory.

Step 6 Start the PDI client tool (Spoon).
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Step Procedure Done

Step 7 Create or connect to an enterprise repository. (This requires installing the DI Server.)

Step 8 Test the new PDI installation by creating, sharing, and scheduling new content.

Step 9 Remove any temporary files, such as the original archive packages you installed from.

Alternative: The "All-In-One" Graphical Installation Utility
Pentaho provides self-contained graphical installation utilities for the Windows, Linux, and OS X platforms. These
utilities will install the DI Server, Pentaho Enterprise Console, Java Runtime Environment, and Pentaho Data Integration
client tools on a single machine. This makes it useful for evaluation or limited development purposes, but impractical for
larger production deployments.

Note:  Report Designer, the BA Server, and other Business Analytics software is not included in this package.

Consult the Welcome Kit email that was sent to you after completing the sales process. This email contains login
credentials for the Customer Support Portal, where you can download all Pentaho Enterprise Edition software. The
specific file names of each package are:

• Windows 32-bit installer: PDI-4.3.0-GA-i386.exe
• Windows 64-bit installer: PDI-4.3.0-GA-x64.exe
• Linux 32-bit installer: PDI-4.3.0-GA-i386.bin
• Linux 64-bit installer: PDI-4.3.0-GA-x64.bin
• OS X 64-bit installer: pdi-4.3.0-GA-x64.app

Note:  It is also possible to use the much larger Pentaho Business Analytics installation utility to install PDI as a
server or client. However, the download is considerably bigger, and the process takes a little longer.
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Prerequisites

In order to install the Pentaho Data Integration server, you should be familiar with system administration operations
pertaining to network services, including modifying your firewall to open specific ports, and adding services to the
system startup and shutdown scripts. In most installation scenarios, this will require you to be comfortable using your
operating system's command line interface and/or graphical system administration tools. You must have the ability to
install software, open firewall ports, and start and stop system services on the machine you are installing on. If you
don't have the requisite access or permissions, having the cooperation of someone who does (the sysadmin or DBA) is
probably good enough.

Installing the Pentaho Data Integration client tools onto user workstations is a much simpler process that requires little
more than being able to unpack a file archive or run the graphical installation utility as a regular user.

Refer to Compatibility Matrix: List of Supported Products on page 20 for a list of supported operating systems,
browsers, and databases.

How to Check Your Java Version
Pentaho Business Analytics requires a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) or Java Development Kit (JDK) version 1.6
(sometimes referred to as 6.0). Follow the procedure below to see which version of Java is installed on your system and
configured to be the default Java executable.

Note:  There may be multiple JREs or JDKs on your system, but only one can be set as the global default. Any
of these Java instances can be explicitly used for any Java program; if no specific Java executable is called,
the default is used. Pentaho establishes a specific system variable named PENTAHO_JAVA_HOME to declare
which Java instance it will use.

1. Open a terminal or command prompt window.

2. Type this command in: java -version and press Enter.

Along with the Java version, the bit-ness (32-bit or 64-bit) and patch level will also show in the output.

java version "1.6.0_21"
Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.6.0_21-b06)
Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 17.0-b16, mixed mode)

Hardware Requirements
Pentaho Business Analytics does not have strict limits on computer or network hardware. As long as you meet the
minimum software requirements (note that your operating system will have its own minimum hardware requirements),
Pentaho is hardware agnostic but there is a recommended set of minimum system specifications:

Server:

• RAM: at least 4GB
• Hard drive space: at least 2GB for the software, and more for solution and content files
• Processor: dual-core AMD64 or Intel EM64T

Workstation:

• RAM: at least 2GB
• Hard drive space: at least 1GB for the software, and more for solution and content files
• Processor: dual-core AMD64 or Intel EM64T

It's possible to use less capable machines, but in most scenarios this will result in an undesirable level of performance.

Your environment does not have to be 64-bit, even if your processor architecture supports it. All modern desktop,
workstation, and server machines have 64-bit processors, but they sometimes ship by default with 32-bit operating
systems. Please check with your Information Technology Department if you are unsure of your configuration. If you
want to run Pentaho Business Analytics in a pure 64-bit environment, you will have to install a 64-bit operating system,
ensure that your solution database and Java Runtime Environment are 64-bit, and install Pentaho Business Analytics
via the 64-bit graphical installer, or through the archive-based or manual deployment methods.
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Note:  A 32-bit JRE has a hard memory limit of 2GB (1.5GB on Windows), so if you have 2GB or more of
RAM, you must use a 64-bit JRE on a 64-bit operating system to take full advantage of it. This means that,
through architectural limitations, a 32-bit environment will likely be under-powered for a production BA Server
deployment.
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Obtaining the Archive Packages

Consult the Welcome Kit email that was sent to you after completing the sales process. This email contains user
credentials for the Pentaho Customer Support Portal, where you can download individual archive packages for the DI
Server and Data Integration client tools. Here are the packages you need for each platform and distribution:

• DI Server for Windows: pdi-ee-server-4.3.0-GA.zip
• DI Server for Linux/Solaris/OS X: pdi-ee-server-4.3.0-GA.tar.gz
• Data Integration client tool Windows package: pdi-ee-client-4.3.0-GA.zip
• Data Integration client tool Linux/Solaris/OS X package: pdi-ee-client-4.3.0-GA.tar.gz

If you download the pdi-ee-server package, you must also download the Pentaho Enterprise Console package:

• Pentaho Enterprise Console for Linux/Solaris/OS X: pec-4.5.0-GA.tar.gz
• Pentaho Enterprise Console for Windows: pec-4.5.0-GA.zip
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Server Installation Procedure

To install and configure the Data Integration Server and Pentaho Enterprise Console from archive packages, follow the
below procedures in the order they are presented. This process should take less than 20 minutes.

Server Archive Package Deployment
Follow the below instructions to install the Data Integration Server and Pentaho Enterprise Console on a dedicated
server. If you intend to deploy the client tools and servers on one machine, you can combine this with Workstation
Installation Procedures on page 14, or use the PDI graphical installer.

Note:  The example commands in this and other sections are specific to Linux. You will have to adjust or ignore
them on other operating systems.

1. Create a /pentaho/server/ directory in an appropriate place in your hierarchy.

This directory should be accessible to the system users who will be controlling services. Typically only root or the
users in the wheel or administrator group will need to do this.

Note:  If you are using the graphical installer, it will create this directory structure for you, so you can skip this
step.

mkdir -p /home/pentaho/pentaho/server/

2. Unpack the pdi-ee-server-4.3.0-GA archive to /pentaho/server/.

tar zxvf pdi-ee-server-4.3.0-GA.tar.gz -C /home/pentaho/pentaho/server/

3. Unpack the pec-4.5.0-GA archive to /pentaho/server/.

tar zxvf pec-4.5.0-GA.tar.gz -C /home/pentaho/pentaho/server/

4. Switch to the /pentaho/server/data-integration-server/ directory and run the start-pentaho script to
start the DI Server.

cd /home/pentaho/pentaho/server/data-integration-server/ && ./start-pentaho.sh

5. Switch to the /pentaho/server/enterprise-console-server/ directory and run the start-pec script to start
the Pentaho Enterprise Console.

cd /home/pentaho/pentaho/server/enterprise-console-server/ && ./start-pec.sh

The DI Server and Enterprise Console are now installed, and should be operational. The DI Server will not be
accessible from workstations until a license key is installed.

Post-Install Configuration
After you've installed PDI software to your server and workstations, you must perform some extra tasks to register
license keys, connect your workstations to the server, and configure the server to start at boot time. Follow the sections
below that apply to your situation.

Installing or Updating an Enterprise Edition Key

You must install Pentaho Enterprise Edition keys associated with products for which you have purchased support
entitlements. The keys you install determine the layout and capabilities of the Pentaho Enterprise Console, and the
functionality of the BA Server and DI Server. Follow the instructions below to install an Enterprise Edition key through
the Pentaho Enterprise Console for the first time, or to update an expired or expiring key. If you would prefer to use a
command line tool instead, see Appendix: Working From the Command Line Interface on page 11.

Note:  If your Pentaho Enterprise Console server is running on a different machine than your BA or DI Server,
you must use the command line tool to install and update license files; you will not be able to use the Pentaho
Enterprise Console for this task.
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Note:  License installation is a user-specific operation. You must install licenses from the user accounts
that will start all affected Pentaho software. If your BA or DI Server starts automatically at boot time, you must
install licenses under the user account that is responsible for system services. There is no harm in installing the
licenses under multiple local user accounts, if necessary.

1. If you have not done so already, log into the Pentaho Enterprise Console by opening a Web browser and navigating
to http://server-hostname:8088, changing server-hostname to the hostname or IP address of your BA or DI
server.

2. Click the + (plus) button in the upper right corner of the Subscriptions section.

An Install License dialog box will appear.

3. Click Browse, then navigate to the location you saved your LIC files to, then click Open.

LIC files for each of your supported Pentaho products were emailed to you along with your Pentaho Welcome Kit. If
you did not receive this email, or if you have lost these files, contact your Pentaho support representative. If you do
not yet have a support representative, contact the Pentaho salesperson you were working with.

Note:  Do not open your LIC files with a text editor; they are binary files, and will become corrupt if they are
saved as ASCII.

4. Click OK.

The Setup page changes according to the LIC file you installed.

You can now configure your licensed products through the Pentaho Enterprise Console.

Appendix: Working From the Command Line Interface

Though the Pentaho Enterprise Console is the quickest, easiest, and most comprehensive way to manage PDI and/or
the BA Server, some Pentaho customers may be in environments where it is difficult or impossible to deploy or use the
console. This appendix lists alternative instructions for command line interface (CLI) configuration.

Installing an Enterprise Edition Key on Windows (CLI)

To install a Pentaho Enterprise Edition Key from the command line interface, follow the below instructions.

Note:  Do not open your LIC files with a text editor; they are binary files, and will become corrupt if they are
saved as ASCII.

1. Navigate to the \pentaho\server\enterprise-console\license-installer\ directory, or the
\license-installer\ directory that was part of the archive package you downloaded.

2. Run the install_license.bat script with the install switch and the location and name of your license file as a
parameter.

install_license.bat install "C:\Users\pgibbons\Downloads\Pentaho BA Platform
 Enterprise Edition.lic"

Upon completing this task, you should see a message that says, "The license has been successfully processed. Thank
you."
Installing an Enterprise Edition Key on Linux (CLI)

To install a Pentaho Enterprise Edition Key from the command line interface, follow the below instructions.

Note:  Do not open your LIC files with a text editor; they are binary files, and will become corrupt if they are
saved as ASCII.

1. Navigate to the /pentaho/server/enterprise-console/license-installer/ directory, or the /
license-installer/ directory that was part of the archive package you downloaded.

2. Run the install_license.sh script with the install switch and the location and name of your license file as a
parameter. You can specify multiple files, separated by spaces, if you have more than one license key to install.

Note:  Be sure to use backslashes to escape any spaces in the path or file name.

install_license.sh install /home/pgibbons/downloads/Pentaho\ BI\ Platform\
 Enterprise\ Edition.lic
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Upon completing this task, you should see a message that says, "The license has been successfully processed. Thank
you."

Starting the DI Server At Boot Time On Linux

This procedure assumes that you will be running your DI Server and Pentaho Enterprise Console server under the
pentaho local user account. If you are using a different account to start these services, substitute it in the script below.

You can start and stop the DI Server manually at any time by running the start-pentaho.sh and stop-pentaho.sh
scripts. To start the Tomcat server automatically at boot time, and stop automatically during shutdown, follow the below
procedure.

1. With root permissions, create a file in /etc/init.d/ called pdi.

2. Using a text editor, copy the following content into the new pentaho script, changing mysql to the name of the init
script for your database if it is running on the remote machine, or remove mysql entirely if you are using a remote
database. Secondly, you must adjust the paths to the DI Server and Pentaho Enterprise Console scripts to match
your situation.

#!/bin/sh -e
### BEGIN INIT INFO
# Provides: pdi
# Required-Start: networking 
# Required-Stop:
# Default-Start: 2 3 4 5
# Default-Stop: 0 1 6
# Description: Pentaho DI Server
### END INIT INFO

case "$1" in
"start")
su - pentaho -c "/home/pentaho/pentaho/server/data-integration-server/start-
pentaho.sh"
su - pentaho -c "cd /home/pentaho/pentaho/server/enterprise-console && ./start-
pec.sh"
;;
"stop")
su - pentaho -c "/home/pentaho/pentaho/server/data-integration-server/stop-
pentaho.sh"
su - pentaho -c "cd /home/pentaho/pentaho/server/enterprise-console && ./stop-
pec.sh"
;;
*)
echo "Usage: $0 { start | stop }"
;;
esac
exit 0

3. Save the file and close the text editor.

4. Make the init script executable.

chmod +x /etc/init.d/pdi

5. Add the pdi init script to the standard runlevels so that it will run when the system starts, and stop when the system
is shut down or rebooted, by using the update-rc.d command.

This command may not exist on your computer if it is not Debian-based. If that is the case, consult your distribution
documentation or contact your distribution's support department to determine how to add init scripts to the default
runlevels.

update-rc.d pdi defaults

The Pentaho DI Server will now start at boot time, and shut down when the system stops or restarts.

Note on Switching to LDAP Authentication

Warning:  If you intend to use your own LDAP or Microsoft Active Directory server for DI Server authentication,
you should now proceed to the Pentaho Data Integration Administrator's Guide before starting the Data
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Integration client tool. If you connect to a PDI enterprise repository before switching the security backend to
LDAP, you will have to take extra steps later to delete and regenerate the default user and role configuration
files.
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Workstation Installation Procedures

To install and configure the Data Integration client tools from the archive package, follow the below procedures in the
order they are presented. This process should take less than 10 minutes. If you intend to deploy the client tools and
servers on one machine, you can combine this with Server Installation Procedure on page 10, or use the PDI graphical
installer.

Workstation Archive Package Deployment
Follow the below instructions to install the Data Integration client tools on your workstations. If you intend to deploy the
client tools and servers on one machine, you can combine this with Server Installation Procedure on page 10, or use
the PDI graphical installer.

Note:  The example commands in this and other sections are specific to Linux. You will have to adjust or ignore
them on other operating systems. If you need instructions for installing a license from a Windows command line,
see Installing an Enterprise Edition Key on Windows (CLI) on page 11.

1. Create a /pentaho/design-tools/ directory in an appropriate place in your hierarchy.

If you are using the graphical installer, it will create this directory structure for you, so you can skip this step.

mkdir -p /home/pgibbons/pentaho/design-tools/

2. Unpack the pdi-ee-client-4.3.0-GA archive to /pentaho/design-tools/.

tar zxvf pdi-ee-client-4.3.0-GA.tar.gz -C /home/pgibbons/pentaho/design-tools/

3. Navigate to the /pentaho/design-tools/license-installer/ directory.

4. Run the install_license.sh script with the install switch and as a parameter, the location and name of your license
file.

./install_license.sh install /home/rwilco/downloads/Pentaho\ PDI\ Enterprise\
 Edition.lic

The Data Integration client tools are now installed.

Configuring For MapR
Follow the below instructions to modify your PDI client tool and Report Designer to connect to MapR Hadoop.

Note:  Because MapR requires certain JARs that are mutually exclusive with other Hadoop distributions, you will
not be able to connect to any Hadoop distribution other than MapR unless you install a second instance of the
PDI client tool.

1. Delete the /pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/libext/bigdata/hadoop-0.20.2-core.jar
file.

2. Copy the /hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/hadoop-0.20.2-dev-core.jar file from your MapR directory to the
/pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/libext/bigdata/ directory.

3. Copy the /hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/maprfs-0.1.jar file from your MapR directory to the /pentaho/
design-tools/data-integration/libext/bigdata/ directory.

4. Edit the /pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/launcher/launcher.properties file, and add the
following entry to the end of the libraries path:

:../../../../../../../../../../../../../opt/mapr/hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/conf

5. At the bottom of the launcher.properties file, add these three lines:

#-Djava.security.krb5.realm=OX.AC.UK -
Djava.security.krb5.kdc=kdc0.ox.ac.uk:kdc1.ox.ac.uk
system-property.java.security.krb5.realm=OX.AC.UK
system-property.java.security.krb5.kdc=kdc0.ox.ac.uk:kdc1.ox.ac.uk
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6. If you are running PDI on OS X, edit the /pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/Data Integration
64-bit App/Contents/info.plist file and replace the last <string> element with the one shown below:

<string>-Xmx256m -Xms256m -XX:MaxPermSize=128m -Djava.library.path=/opt/mapr/hadoop/
hadoop-0.20.2/lib/native/Mac_OS_X-x86_64-64</string>

7. If you are on 64-bit Linux, edit the following scripts in the /pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/
directory and add the below lines to each of them, immediately before the OPT= path:

• carte.sh
• kitchen.sh
• pan.sh
• spoon.sh

# Add MapR Linux x64 native libraries to the path
# For 32 bit libraries replace Linux-amd64-64 with Linux-i386-32
LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:/opt/mapr/hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/native/Linux-amd64-64

export LIBPATH

8. Delete the /pentaho/design-tools/report-designer/lib/jdbc/hadoop-0.20.2-core.jar file.

9. Copy the /hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/hadoop-0.20.2-dev-core.jar from your MapR directory to the /
pentaho/design-tools/report-designer/lib/ directory.

10.Copy the /hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/maprfs-0.1.jar from your MapR directory to the /pentaho/
design-tools/report-designer/lib/ directory.

11.If you are on 64-bit Linux, add the following text to the last line of the /pentaho/design-tools/report-
designer/report-designer.sh script:

-Djava.library.path=/opt/mapr/hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/native/Linux-amd64-64

12.If you are on OS X, edit the /Pentaho Report Designer.app/Contents/Info.plist file and add the
following text to the VMOptions element:

-Djava.library.path=/opt/mapr/hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/native/Mac_OS_X-x86_64-64

The Pentaho Data Integration client tool (Spoon) and Report Designer are now configured to connect to MapR instead
of Apache Hadoop.

Configuring For Cloudera CDH3
You must have a Cloudera CDH Update 3 (CDH3 or CDHu3) distribution in order to proceed. It may be possible to use
this procedure generically to connect to Hadoop distributions that Pentaho does not officially support.

Follow the below instructions to modify your PDI client tool to connect to a Cloudera Hadoop node.

Note:  Because Cloudera requires certain JARs that are mutually exclusive with other Hadoop distributions, you
will not be able to connect to any Hadoop distribution other than Cloudera unless you install a second instance
of the PDI client tool.

1. Delete the /pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/libext/bigdata/hadoop-0.20.2-core.jar
file.

2. Copy the /hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/hadoop-core-0.20.2-cdh3u3.jar file from your Cloudera
directory to the /pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/libext/bigdata/ directory.

3. You must download the Apache Commons Configuration JAR (commons-configuration-1.7.jar) from http://
commons.apache.org/configuration/download_configuration.cgi and copy it to the /pentaho/design-tools/
data-integration/libext/commons/ directory.

4. Copy the /lib/guava-r09-jarjar.jar file from your Cloudera directory to the /pentaho/design-tools/
data-integration/libext/bigdata/ directory.

5. Delete the /pentaho/design-tools/report-designer/lib/bigdata/hadoop-0.20.2-core.jar file.

6. Copy the /hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/hadoop-core-0.20.2-cdh3u3.jar file from your Cloudera
directory to the /pentaho/design-tools/report-designer/lib/bigdata/ directory.

http://commons.apache.org/configuration/download_configuration.cgi
http://commons.apache.org/configuration/download_configuration.cgi
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7. You must download (or copy from PDI) the Apache Commons Configuration JAR (commons-configuration-1.7.jar)
from http://commons.apache.org/configuration/download_configuration.cgi and copy it to the /pentaho/design-
tools/report-designer/lib/commons/ directory.

8. Copy the /lib/guava-r09-jarjar.jar file from your Cloudera directory to the /pentaho/design-tools/
report-designer/lib/bigdata/ directory.

9. Delete the /WEB-INF/lib/hadoop-0.20.2-core.jar file inside of the deployed pentaho.war.

For graphical installer and archive deployments, this is inside of Tomcat. The path for the exploded WAR is: /
pentaho/server/biserver-ee/tomcat/webapps/pentaho/

10.Copy the /hadoop/hadoop-0.20.2/lib/hadoop-core-0.20.2-cdh3u3.jar file from your Cloudera
directory to the /WEB-INF/lib/ directory inside of the pentaho.war.

11.You must download (or copy from PDI) the Apache Commons Configuration JAR (commons-configuration-1.7.jar)
from http://commons.apache.org/configuration/download_configuration.cgi and copy it to the /WEB-INF/lib/
directory inside of the pentaho.war.

The Pentaho Data Integration client tool (Spoon), Report Designer, and the BA Server are now configured to work with
the Cloudera CDH3 Hadoop distribution.

Connecting to an Enterprise Repository
Follow the below instructions to create a new enterprise repository connection from a PDI workstation. By default, the DI
Server comes with a preconfigured enterprise repository, so there is no need to create one -- only to connect to it.

1. Start Spoon by running the /pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/spoon script.

The Repository Connection dialogue will appear.

2. Click the round green + icon in the upper right corner of the window.

The Repository Type dialogue will appear.

3. Select Enterprise Repository in the list, then click OK.

The Repository Configuration dialogue will appear.

4. Ensure that the URL field corresponds to your DI Server address and port number. Type in a system-identifiable
value (a unique internal name for this repository instance) in the ID field, and a friendly name or description in the
Name field.

If you only intend to have one repository for all users, you can un-check the Show this dialogue at startup option
before clicking OK. This will prevent the dialogue from appearing every time you start Spoon. If you need to make
repository connection changes later, you can still get to this screen through the Tools menu.

5. Use the default credentials of admin and secret for this repository, and click OK to complete repository
configuration.

This account is part of the default PDI configuration. Refer to the PDI Administrator's Guide to learn more about
setting up users and roles in PDI.

You are now connected to an enterprise repository, and are enabled to begin creating users and roles for your
organization.

http://commons.apache.org/configuration/download_configuration.cgi
http://commons.apache.org/configuration/download_configuration.cgi
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Adding PDI Enterprise Repository Content Support to the BA
Server

If you are using a Pentaho Data Integration (PDI) enterprise repository (through a Data Integration Server) to store PDI
jobs and transformations, and you plan on using those jobs and transformations in action sequences that will be run on
the BA Server, you must install some BA Server plugins from the PDI client tool package. This is not a typical scenario,
but there is no harm in performing it if you aren't sure of the details.

1. Download a PDI Enterprise Edition 4.3 client tool archive package from the Pentaho Customer Support Portal.

The package name (available in both tar.gz and zip formats) is: pdi-ee-client-4.3.0-GA

2. Unpack the archive to a temporary location.

3. Edit the /pentaho/server/biserver-ee/pentaho-solutions/system/kettle/settings.xml file.

4. Change the value of the <repository.type> node from files to rdbms.

5. Enter your enterprise repository connection information in the proper nodes.

6. Enter the location of your local repositories.xml file in the <repositories.xml.file> node.

Note:  This file is created on your PDI client workstation when you establish a connection to an
enterprise repository. Once you have made all of your repository connections on a workstation, copy
the repositories.xml file to the ~/.kettle/ directory on the BA Server and DI Server machines. If the
client tool and servers are all on the same machine, you do not have to copy the file. If you have not yet
established any repositories, you will have to revisit this procedure later when your PDI environment is fully
configured.

7. Copy the contents of /data-integration/plugins/ to the /pentaho/server/biserver-ee/pentaho-
solutions/system/kettle/plugins/ directory.

cp -r /tmp/data-integration/plugins/* /home/pentaho/pentaho/server/biserver-ee/
pentaho-solutions/system/kettle/plugins/

8. Remove the unpacked archive.

rm -rf /tmp/data-integration/

Your BA Server is now configured to run content stored in the DI Server.
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Adding a JDBC Driver

Before you can connect to a data source in any Pentaho server or client tool, you must first install the appropriate
database driver. Your database administrator, CIO, or IT manager should be able to provide you with the proper driver
JAR. If not, you can download a JDBC driver JAR file from your database vendor or driver developer's Web site. Once
you have the JAR, follow the instructions below to copy it to the driver directories for all of the Business Analytics
components that need to connect to this data source.

Note:  Microsoft SQL Server users frequently use an alternative, non-vendor-supported driver called JTDS. If
you are adding an MSSQL data source, ensure that you are installing the correct driver.

Backing up old drivers

You must also ensure that there are no other versions of the same vendor's JDBC driver installed in these directories.
If there are, you may have to back them up and remove them to avoid confusion and potential class loading problems.
This is of particular concern when you are installing a driver JAR for a data source that is the same database type
as your Pentaho solution repository. If you have any doubts as to how to proceed, contact your Pentaho support
representative for guidance.

Installing JDBC drivers

Copy the driver JAR file to the following directories, depending on which servers and client tools you are using
(Dashboard Designer, ad hoc reporting, and Analyzer are all part of the BA Server):

Note:  For the DI Server: before copying a new JDBC driver, ensure that there is not a different version of the
same JAR in the destination directory. If there is, you must remove the old JAR to avoid version conflicts.

• BA Server: /pentaho/server/biserver-ee/tomcat/lib/
• Enterprise Console: /pentaho/server/enterprise-console/jdbc/
• Data Integration Server: /pentaho/server/data-integration-server/tomcat/webapps/pentaho-di/

WEB-INF/lib/

• Data Integration client: /pentaho/design-tools/data-integration/libext/JDBC/
• Report Designer: /pentaho/design-tools/report-designer/lib/jdbc/
• Schema Workbench: /pentaho/design-tools/schema-workbench/drivers/
• Aggregation Designer: /pentaho/design-tools/agg-designer/drivers/
• Metadata Editor: /pentaho/design-tools/metadata-editor/libext/JDBC/

Note:  To establish a data source in the Pentaho Enterprise Console, you must install the driver in both the
Enterprise Console and the BA Server or Data Integration Server. If you are just adding a data source through
the Pentaho User Console, you do not need to install the driver to Enterprise Console.

Restarting

Once the driver JAR is in place, you must restart the server or client tool that you added it to.

Connecting to a Microsoft SQL Server using Integrated or Windows Authentication

The JDBC driver supports Type 2 integrated authentication on Windows operating systems through the
integratedSecurity connection string property. To use integrated authentication, copy the sqljdbc_auth.dll file to all
the directories to which you copied the JDBC files.

The sqljdbc_auth.dll files are installed in the following location:

<installation directory>\sqljdbc_<version>\<language>\auth\

Note:  Use the sqljdbc_auth.dll file, in the x86 folder, if you are running a 32-bit Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
even if the operating system is version x64. Use the sqljdbc_auth.dll file in the x64 folder, if you are running a
64-bit JVM on a x64 processor. Use the sqljdbc_auth.dll file in the IA64 folder, you are running a 64-bit JVM on
an Itanium processor.
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Testing and Cleanup

You should now have a complete PDI environment, from the DI Server to individual client workstations. Before you go
into production, you should perform the following tests:

• Ensure that each PDI workstation has an enterprise repository connection.
• Create a new job, transformation, and/or Agile BI analysis schema.
• Ensure that Hadoop connectivity works, if applicable.
• Schedule a job or transformation and ensure that the schedule executes properly.
• From one PDI user workstation, share a job or transformation with another user and verify that this other user can

access it.
• Physically restart the server and ensure that the DI Server and Enterprise Console are automatically started as

services.

Once you're certain that your PDI environment is ready for production, you can remove any installation artifacts, such
as ZIP or tar.gz archives and installers.

Note:  You should now continue on to the PDI Administrator's Guide for further guidance on system
administration, configuration, and maintenance.
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Compatibility Matrix: List of Supported Products

32-bit Operating Systems

Both servers and workstations are covered in the table below; it's assumed that server software and engines will run
on server machines, and design tools will run on workstations. 32-bit operating systems in production environments are
becoming more rare. This list will grow shorter with time.

BA
Server/

Enterprise
Console

Data
Integration

Server

Reporting
Engine

Analysis
Engine

Data
Integration

Engine

Design
Studio

Report
Designer

Data
Integration

Metadata
Editor

Schema
Workbench

Aggregation
Designer

Windows
XP

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Windows
7

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Windows
2008
Server

Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N N

SUSE
Linux
Enterprise
Desktop/
Server
10

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 5

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Ubuntu
Linux
10.04

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Solaris
10

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N

64-bit Operating Systems

Both servers and workstations are covered in the table below; it's assumed that server software and engines will run on
server machines, and design tools will run on workstations. All modern operating systems have 64-bit versions, and will
become the standard in the future. This list will grow longer with time.

BA
Server/

Enterprise
Console

Data
Integration

Server

Reporting
Engine

Analysis
Engine

Data
Integration

Engine

Design
Studio

Report
Designer

Data
Integration

Metadata
Editor

Schema
Workbench

Aggregation
Designer

Windows
7

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Windows
2008
Server

Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N N

Mac OS
X

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

SUSE
Linux
Enterprise

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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BA
Server/

Enterprise
Console

Data
Integration

Server

Reporting
Engine

Analysis
Engine

Data
Integration

Engine

Design
Studio

Report
Designer

Data
Integration

Metadata
Editor

Schema
Workbench

Aggregation
Designer

Desktop/
Server
10

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux 5

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Ubuntu
Linux
10.04

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Application Server

This refers to the Java application server used by Pentaho server applications and engines.

BA Server/
Enterprise
Console

Data Integration
Server

Reporting
Engine

Analysis Engine Data Integration
Engine

JBoss 5.1.x Y N Y Y Y

Tomcat 6.0.x Y Y Y Y Y

Repository

This refers to the solution data stored in the BA Server, DI Server, or in a PDI database repository. This has nothing to
do with data source support.

Note:  The DI Server has an integrated H2 solution database. Pentaho does not support using other solution
databases -- including non-Pentaho H2 database instances -- at this time.

BA Server/
Enterprise Console

Data Integration
Server

Data Integration
Engine

Data Integration

DB2 N N/A Y Y

H2 Database N Y Y Y

Ingres N N/A N Y

MySQL 5.x Y N/A Y Y

Oracle Y N/A Y Y

Postgres 8.x Y N/A Y Y

SQL Server N N/A Y Y

Data Sources

All databases that have a JDBC version 3 driver with full ANSI SQL support will work with the majority of
Pentaho Business Analytics. Pentaho Data Integration includes JDBC drivers for most if its supported data sources.
Pentaho Analysis has specific SQL dialect support for certain databases, but will work with others (possibly with poor
performance) through its generic JDBC dialect.
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BA
Server/

Enterprise
Console

Data
Integration

Server

Reporting
Engine

Analysis
Engine

Data
Integration

Engine

Design
Studio

Report
Designer

Data
Integration

Metadata
Editor

Schema
Workbench

Aggregation
Designer

Apache
Derby

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

AS400 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Borland
InterBase

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Cache Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

DB2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

dBase
III, IV, 5

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

EnterpriseDBY Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Exasol N N N N Y N N Y N N N

Excel Y Y Y N/A Y Y N Y N N/A N/A

ExtenDB Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Firebird
SQL

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Generic
(any
JDBC)

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Gupta
SQLBase

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

H2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

HSQLDB
(formerly
Hypersonic)

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Informix Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Ingres Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

LucidDB Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

MaxDB Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Microsoft
Access

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

MySQL
5.x

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Netezza Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Oracle Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

OLAP
(Analysis)

Y Y Y N/A N Y Y N N N/A N/A

Pentaho
Metadata

Y Y Y N/A N Y Y N N/A N/A N/A

PlumTreeY Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Postgres Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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BA
Server/

Enterprise
Console

Data
Integration

Server

Reporting
Engine

Analysis
Engine

Data
Integration

Engine

Design
Studio

Report
Designer

Data
Integration

Metadata
Editor

Schema
Workbench

Aggregation
Designer

SAP N N N N N N N Y N N N

SAP
R/3

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

SQL
Server
2005

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

sqliteQ Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Sybase Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Teradata Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Text
files

Y Y Y N/A Y Y N Y N N/A N/A

UniVerse
Database

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

XML Y Y Y N/A Y Y N Y N N/A N/A

XML/A Y N Y N N Y N N N N N

Security

This refers to third-party authentication systems that can be integrated with the BA Server, DI Server, and Metadata
Editor.

BA Server/
Enterprise Console

Data Integration Server Metadata Editor

LDAP Y Y Y

Active Directory Y Y Y

RDBMS Y Y Y

CAS Y N Y

Integrated Windows
Authentication

Y N Y

Java Virtual Machines

This refers to the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) or Development Kit (JDK) required for running all Pentaho software.
Only the Sun/Oracle distribution is supported. Ports and derivatives of the standard Oracle distribution (such as
FreeBSD Diablo JDK) may work, but are not tested by Pentaho QA and therefore unsupported by Pentaho.

BA
Server/

Enterprise
Console

Data
Integration

Server

Reporting
Engine

Analysis
Engine

Data
Integration

Engine

Design
Studio

Report
Designer

Data
Integration

Metadata
Editor

Schema
Workbench

Aggregation
Designer

Sun
v 1.6
(6.0)

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Web Browsers

A Web browser is required to use the Pentaho User Console (including Interactive Reporting, Analyzer, Dashboard
Designer, Community Dashboard Framework, Data Source Wizard, JPivot, and ad hoc reporting) and Pentaho
Enterprise Console. Report Designer requires a Web browser to preview reports exported to HTML format. If you use a
browser other than one of those listed here, you will very likely encounter some kind of problem.

BA Server/ Enterprise Console Report Designer

Internet Explorer 7, 8, 9 Y Y

Firefox 3.6, 9, 10 Y Y

Safari 5.x Y Y

Chrome Y Y

Legend

Y = Supported

N = Not Supported

N/A = Not Applicable

Supported Big Data Technologies
Pentaho supports the following Hadoop distributions:

• Apache Hadoop 0.20.2 and 0.20.203.0
• Cloudera CDH3u2 and CDH3u3
• MapR 1.1.3 and 1.2.0

And the following Cassandra distributions:

• Apache 1.0.9
• DataStax 1.0.8

And the following other Big Data technologies:

• Hive 0.7.1
• MongoDB 2.0.4
• HBase 0.90.5
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